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Oriom – Roots Of Deliverance

01 Sun Šamaš 07:54
02 Earth, Light & Waves 05:47
03 Chukwa 06:45
04 Moon Šahar 06:21
05 Venus Valerian 07:59
06 Mars Masala 05:46

Rainer von Vielen, singer of the band of the same 
name and frontman of ORANGE releases a new 
solo album. The special thing about it: Each song 
is based on planetary frequencies and the rhythm 
pulsates in the beat of the respective celestial 
body. Stars dance! Dub techno, world beat and 
organic house meet overtone singing. With this 
unique idea, ROOTS OF DELIVERANCE opens a 
hypnotic trip to the dance floors of the universe.

On the basis of calculations that transpose the 
orbits of planets into audible frequencies, Rainer as 
ORIOM conceived the new album. You don‘t even 
have to know that to be able to enjoy the music. 
The sound picks you up and sends us on a jour-
ney to interstellar clubs and festivals. Because it is 
dance music in the best sense. Organic elements 
such as his throat and overtone singing, exotic 
instruments, here an alienated dulcimer, there a 
reverberated brass sample combine with electronic 
sounds.

Through the different planetary moods, the jour-
ney also goes through varying speeds and styles. 
But the common thread remains: atmospheric 
sounds to fly away - beats and basses to dance to.

           

“For me, music is both an alternative and a con-
nection to reality, and I know that sound and dance 
connects us all. Each of the 6 tracks on this album 
works on the dance floor. Each song is composed 
based on the frequencies of a planet, resulting in a 
perfect balance of sound, speed and vibe.”

more information about the cosmic octave you find 
here: https://www.planetware.de/tune_in/index.
html

Label: Klangwirkstoff-Records

anhören und download: bandcamp

more infos about the album you find here: www.klangwirkstoff.de
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